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Abstract: Grabcut  is  an one of most powerful interactive segmentation method. This review attempts to provide a 

brief overview  of  grabcut techniques for  better  performance of the segmenation in both image and video. It  is 

mainly play a important role in color image segmentation. The main advantage of grabcut is that minimizing the 

energy function. Grabcut  algorithm is simple method it will drag rectangular bounding box around the region of 

intrest in foreground and background region in the image. It can be either manually or automatic grabcut techniques. 

Grabcut techniques has many application like medical area, video surveillance, forensic and military etc…By using 

grabcut techniques in video or image segmentation, we will achieve high quality with more accuracy and efficient 

time consumption. 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

In digital video processing, digital video is a three 

dimensional signal that has a series of still 

picture(image) and varies with respect of time. 

Segmentation means it will divide the data into small  

groups of meaningful subset that will share almost 

similar  features.   Segmentation of  fast moving object 

in the each frame of video is done by video 

segmentation. 

Video co-segmentation will divide multiple image 

frame into region corresponding to different object it 

also partition the video sequence into foreground and 

background with the help of grabcut techniques which 

will easily grab cut the region of interest either 

manually or automatically. 

Grabcut  is the one of the most powerful technique to 

segment single or multiple image to the particular 

foreground and background region. Graph cut is the 

effective techniques for segmenting the monochrome 

image only. Grabcut  is a extention of  the graph cut 

algorithm to segment the color image and it need the 

help of user intraction for the high quality of the 

segmentation. 

Interactive based mode is classified as supervised and 

unsupervised modes. supervised mode requires user 

intervention, that allows users to indicate foreground 

object. If there no contextual knowledge assumption of 

the object then it is unsupervised method. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

In [1] Shengcho Zhang, Yuelong Zhao,Pengcheng  Bai 

has proposed the object localization improved grabcut 

for lung parenchyma segmentation.In their paper,object 

localization improved grabcut is used as algorithm. 

First preprocessing the image by Gaussian filter to 

remove noise in image. Grabcut  algorithm will 

automatically find the bounding box with help of to  

threshold-based rough segmentation and then the 

boundary box is calculated based on the location of 

lungs according to target region. 

After finding the location of  target object ,then 

automatically grabcut the  area outside the bounding 

box is background area and area inside the bounding 

box  is target area .So finally grabcut  segment exactly 

the target region with high accuracy and insensitive to 

noise. 

In[2] Feilong Kang,Chunguang Wang,Jia Li and 

Zheying Zong proposed the multiobject piglet image 

segmentation method based on  an improved non-

interactive grabcut algorithm. 

In the non- interactive grabcut  algorithm first we use 

histogram equalization and bilateral filter to preserve 

the edges and reduce noise. Secondly, the local 

threshold and complete foreground target adaptive 

threshold method is calculated automatically by 

adaptive threshold method. 

Then morphological operation is used to filter out the 

grill, cracks and other background area and interference 

pixel in both foreground and background area. Finally, 

the foreground marker matrix is build and multiple pig 

target is segmented by combining with grabcut 

algorithm .this proposed method provide high accuracy 

and less time consumption. In future work by using 

artificial intelligence to track and behavior recognition. 
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In[3] Haijian Ye,Chengqi Liu,Peiyun Niu has proposed 

the cucumber appreance quality detection under 

complex background based on image processing. 

An improved grabcut techniques was proposed,  Firstly, 

GrabCut algorithm will  reduce the iteration times and 

operation time of system by following  normalization of 

pixel size, set rectangular box  and cucumber image will 

be pre-treated. 

 Then, GMM model we can able to extract the effective 

target area.Finally, to  remove the whole image noise by 

morphological operations  and segment exactly the 

complete target region  . 

To extract the actual texture and  more accuracy feature 

parameters detected by the cucumber appearance quality 

detection instrument. In the future, the study can 

provide technical support for subsequent cucumber 

quality accurate classification, picking  the  fruit and  

identify good vegetable by the robot. 

In[4] Lan-Rong Dung1, Yao-Ming Yang, Yin-Yi Wu 

have proposed A Hierarchical Grab Cut Image 

Segmentation 

Algorithm. 

In their paper, hierarchical steps are used for separating 

the process of segmentation to speed up “Grab Cut”.  

The first step is to execute at low resolution of  the 

image it will make the iteration much faster, and the 

second step to reduce the total execution time by carry 

the result of first step  iteration at original resolution.To 

speed up the segmentation process we use two speed up 

techniques are lazy snapping has proposed  ,this use the 

median filter to smooth the image and also the number 

of basins is decreased.In second, the GMMs parameters 

is used to reduce the resolution by using smooth filter 

and it make  converged parameters.In their  process it 

consume less execution time.  

In[5] Le Dong,Ning Feng,Mengdie Mao,Ling 

He,Jingjing Wang has proposed E-Grabcut is an 

economic method of iterative video object extraction. 

Firstly, their have developed a powerful, non-iterative 

version of the optimization technique  for each frame. 

Secondly, their use  more user interaction in the first 

frame to improve the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). 

Thirdly, to form a robust algorithm for the frame 

segmentation their reuse the  previous GMM . 

In[6] Qiu Guan, Min Hua, Hui-Gen Hu have proposed 

the modified grabcut approach for image segmentation 

based on local prior distribution. 

First,the segmentated  region of interest need to be 

chosen as the foreground by user  and used to provide  

gain local prior distribution.In local prior distribution 

use only the center cluster of  the foreground region to 

improve the energy function. 

Finally,edge detection is used for segmentation to 

remove the redundant region and it will segment exactly 

the foreground  and remove the background region and 

also redundant area related to this region with high 

accuracy and  high quality is achieved by modified 

grabcut which use  more user interaction. 

In[7] Yang Liu, Ningning Zhou, Guofang Huang  have  

proposed a Research on the Grabcut Image 

Segmentation Method Based on Superpixel. 

In this  paper their  proposed the segmentation of image 

by grab cut  method which is based on superpixel 

method.This method will reduce the excessive time 

complexity of bad quality by  disposing the picture 

whose foreground is same as the background of the 

region . firstly, it will extract the superpixel block of the 

picture by over segmentation. Then,the  extracted 

picture will be split according to superpixel region. 

It has certain advantage if the size of the image are too 

big and foreground is similar to background region will 

be disposed. 

In[8] Zhang Yong, Yuan Jiazheng, Liu Hongzhe, Li 

Qing  have  proposed the GrabCut of  image 

segmentation algorithm based on structure tensor. 

In their method ,the nonlinear compact structure tensor 

(NCST) and GrabCut model Combined  to   achieve the 

fusion of color information and texture information. 

Then  to  improve the simplicity and efficiency of the 

calculation  their use KL divergence is used . To reduce 

the large  number of independent components to three 

their use structure tensor principal components analysis 

and it will provide high segmentation accuracy. 

Experiments, the proposed algorithm has higher 

segmentation accuracy in comparison with the other 

methods.  

In[9] Muhammad Aleem Taufiq, Nazia Hameed, Adeel 

Anjum, and Fozia Hameed have proposed the m-Skin 

Doctor: A Mobile Enabled System for Early Melanoma 

Skin Cancer Detection Using Support Vector Machine.  

In their paper is used to detection the skin melanoma in 

skin cancer. The noise in the image  is removed and 

resized in the pre-processing step. Secondly , Grab cut 

algorithm is used for the segmentation the particular 

melanoma region in the skin by automatically and main 

features of the skin are extracted.For classification 

purpose Support Vector Machine has good classification 

of cancer skin from the good skin which will  be display 

in the smart phone. Skin diseases like  skin rashes, skin 

burns are detected by this algorithm. It  consume less 
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power and less time consumption which deliver the 

efficient results in real time. 

In [10] Dayong Ren, Zhenhong Jia, Jie Yang, and 

Nikola K. Kasabov, hve proposed A Practical GrabCut 

Color Image Segmentation Based on Bayes 

Classification and Simple Linear Iterative Clustering 

Their  use SLIC to solve the problem of the image 

segmentation deterioration when the number of super 

pixels is low. Simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC)  

is applied to the cluster of a color image and integrated 

it into the GrabCut framework. The SLIC is used to cut 

the image in-to many super pixels and  the average 

value of each pixel to be a super point is designed  and 

that replaces the super pixel block. 

Then ,the GMM and grab cut is used extract the region 

of interest.Finally ,optimization of boundary is done by 

SLIC method. 

SLIC features are efficiently integrated to achieve more 

robust segmentation performance and reduce the 

boundary roughness of the GrabCut algorithm with high 

accuracy. 

In [11] Dina Khattab, Hala M. Ebied, Ashraf S. 

Hussein, and Mohamed F. Tolba have proposed the 

Automatic GrabCut for Bi-label Image Segmentation 

Using SOFM. 

In this paper their  proposes a new technique for  solve  

the color image segmentation using GrabCut. GrabCut  

is a semiautomatic segmentation techniques, for the 

initialization of the segmentation process  it requires 

user interaction and  by dragging the rectangle around  

object to extract. The restricts of  bi-label segmentation 

is overcome by multi-label segmentation,In  this paper 

their presents a powerful unsupervised clustering 

technique SOFM  for the GrabCut initialization process. 

By using this SOFM technique the GrabCut  will be 

converted from semi-automatic into a complete 

automatic segmentation technique with robust and 

accurate. 

In[12] Dina Khattab, HalaMousher Ebied, Ashraf Saad 

Hussein andMohamed Fahmy Tolba have proposed the 

Color Image Segmentation Based on Different 

Color Space Models Using Automatic GrabCut. 

 By using the automatic GrabCut technique to evaluate 

the performance of color image segmentation based on 

different color. GrabCut is considered as one of the 

semiautomatic image segmentation techniques, since it 

requires user interaction for the initialization of the 

segmentation process. The automation of the GrabCut 

technique is proposed to eliminate the user interaction. 

This paper proposed the Orchard and Bouman   

techniques of  automatic grab cut.It is a color 

quantization clustering technique that uses the 

eigenvector of the color covariance matrix to determine 

good cluster splits. 

 The algorithm starts with all the pixels in a single 

cluster and the cluster is then split 

into two using a function of eigenvector of the 

covariance matrix as the split point. Then it uses the 

eigenvalues of thecovariance matrices to choose which 

of the resulting clusters is candidate for the next 

splitting. This procedure is repeated until the desired 

number of clusters is achieved. It is an optimal solution 

for large clusters with Gaussian distributions. 

This algorithm provides robust and accurate 

segmentation with average errorrates of 3.64% 

compared to the results of 4.28% average error rate that 

is achieved by the original GrabCut. 

In[13] Dina Khattab , Christian Theobalt , Ashraf S. 

Hussein , Mohamed F. Tolba have proposed Modified 

GrabCut for human face segmentation. 

The proposed  human face segmentation technique 

starts with  pose  fitting of a 3D morphable human 

model to an imageof a full human. This allows for 

automatic detection of the face position in the image, in 

addition to automatic initialization of the GrabCut 

GMM color and location models without  any further 

user intervention and minimize the distance of the 

object. Finally new energy function is calculated  by the 

concept of likelihood of each pixels and provide more 

robust and accurate segmentation. 

 

In[14] Zhisheng Gao, Peng Shi, Hamid Reza Karimi 

and Zheng Pei have proposed  A mutual GrabCut 

method to solve co-segmentation. 

This paper proposed a new MRF-based cosegmentation 

method namely mutual GrabCut (MGrab-Cut) for 

common object segmentation, which extends GrabCut  

to solve co-segmentation. In the method,the region 

outside each initial rectangle is treated as background 

region. Meanwhile, the regions inside initial rectangles 

are used to model unary potential of the foreground. 

The main advantage of the proposed method is that 

compared with existing MRF based co-segmentation 

methods, we consider foreground similarity into unary 

term rather than global term, which results in easier 

minimization.Secondly, the proposed method is robust 

to initial curve setting because the common objects can 

be more accurately located by the constraint of 

foreground similarity. A fixed initial curve can be used 

for all pairs of images. Thirdly, since the foreground 

model is 

dynamically updated along the iteration. 
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This proposed paper will co-segment the region with the 

more accurate appearance model . 

In[15] Lili Hao, Jianrong Cao and Chengdong Li have 

proposed Research of GrabCut Algorithm for Single 

Camera Video Synopsis. 

This paper proposed the detection and tracking of the 

moving object in the surveillance video, we get the 

moving object matting  result based on the GrabCut 

algorithm.Then these matted moving objects are placed 

in a background image  on the basis of non-

overlapping.Finally ,all of the matted objects are placed 

to one chosen background frame image. Thus the 

objects appear simultaneously while all of them don’t 

appear at the same time in the original video with more 

accurate detection in video surveillance. 

In[16] Lei Yang, Yiming Guo, Xiaoyu Wu, Xiaomeng 

Wang have proposed A New Video Segmentation 

Approach: GrabCut in Local Window. 

This paper proposed an algorithm which is called 

“GrabCut in local window algorithm” based on GrabCut 

algorithm. 

 GrabCut algorithm will create initial frame obtaining its 

global contour of foreground and uniformly collect the 

points  for every thirty pixels along the contour  , which 

create center of local.  Then find the location of 

center point in local window .finally morphological 

operation is done to find the object of interest in local 

window. 

This algorithm has a limitation  for the video in which 

the foreground object moves fast, the segmentation 

result is not so good. 

In[17] Tomas Malmer have proposed Image 

segmentation using GrabCut. In their proposed 

algorithm follows: 

First,the foreground or background can be determined 

by foreground, background, and the unknown part of the 

image. Known background is marked by the region 

outside rectangle.secondly,Pixels are classified into 

unknown pixels are placed in the foreground class and 

all known pixels are placed as background. 

 The Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) using the 

Orchard-Bouman clustering algorithm are used modeled 

the foreground and background and from pervious step 

new GMM is formed. Finally graph cut is built to find 

the new background and foreground. When the 

classification of pixel converges, the process will be 

stop. 

 

In[18] Matthew Marsh have proposed the A Literature 

Review of Image Segmentation Techniques and Matting 

for the Purpose of Implementing “Grab-Cut”  

Thresholding, Snakes and Live-Wire Boundaries and 

Graph cut are the different technique for the 

segmentation.Thresholding is very less complicated 

method to implement butit cannot be used in complex 

environment. 

In this Snakes and Live-Wire boundaries, for image 

segmentation their use to perform segmentation edge  

information. They are both interactive, but do not work 

well for objects which don’t have well defined 

boundaries .In this  Graph cut techniques,for 

segmentation use color and edge information .  The 

energy minimization by this  process, it is fast enough to 

provide an interactive method for segmentation using 

graph cuts. 

 

Matting techniques: 

The unknown region can then calculated by the alpha 

value, as well as the separated colors for each pixel is 

known probabilistic  alpha matting. 

The Poisson matting approach by Sun et al.  directly 

focus on the gradient of the matte to solves the effects 

of the wrong colors classification in complex region. 

  

CO-SEGMENTATION 

Video co-segmentation will divide multiple image 

frame into region corresponding to different object it 

also partition the video sequence into foreground and 

background with the help of many interactive tools. 

 

The  various interactive tools used for segmentation 

includes as following 

Magic wand :This technique will set some adjustable 

tolerance of color region,if the  region of all selected 

pixels fall within this tolerance then there will be  

overlap of pixel due to distribution in color . 

Intelligent scissor allows the user to select minimal 

cost contour by tracing the boundary of object roughly 

with the help of mouse if it moves the path will deviates 

from the desired one. Limitation of this one is if highly 

texture image will have many minimal path so we want 

many user intraction. 

Bayes matting use the color distribution model to 

achieve alpha value which contain extra region rather  

than foreground and background region. Limitation: the 

distribution of  foreground and background is separated 

if there is too large of extra region . 

Knockout2 is plug-in for photoshop which derived  

from trimap, it  similar to bayes matte and it provide 

low quality image. 
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Graph cut is a optimization technique for the color 

distribution of image for robust segmentation of 

background and foreground separation. 

Level sets is merely used for image and texture 

segmentation and is used for solving the partial 

differential equation and it often used for energy 

minimization . 

Finally  we compare the grab cut and above interactive 

segmentation techniques for the better understanding. 

Grabcut only use rectangular box around the region of  

interest so it very simple. Grabcut is a semi- automatic 

tool it need some user interaction help . comparsion of 

grabcut  and other tools is shown(fig 1). 

 

GRAB CUT: 

Grab cut techniques is one of the powerful interactive 

tools for segmenting exactly the region of interest in 

both foreground and background. 

Implementation of grabcut: 

1.Initial trimap is created by selecting a rectangle box 

by user. Pixels inside the rectangle are marked as 

unknown and outside will be backround .  

2.Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) are created for 

initial foreground 

and background classes. 

3. Each pixel in the foreground class is assigned to the 

most likely Gaussian component in the foreground 

GMM. Similarly,each pixel in the background is 

assigned to the most likely background Gaussian 

component. 

4. The GMMs are thrown away and new GMMs are 

learned from 

the pixel sets created in the previous set. 

5. A graph is built and Graph Cut is run to find a new 

tentative 

foreground and background classification of pixels. 

6. Steps 3-5 are repeated until the classification 

converges. 

 

Grab cut can be divided into two types: 

1. Grab cut  as a semi- automatic/supervised 

segmentation(user interaction). 

2. Grab cut as a automatic/unsupervised 

segmentation(without user interaction). 

 

Modified or manual or supervised grab cut: 

      The manual grab cut need the help of user for the 

accurate or exact result which should satisfies the user. 

After the segment the region of interest by rectangular 

box and finally we have to use user ineraction for 

accurate extraction of object by using the touchup 

brush(fig 2 and 2a). 

Mutual or automatic or unsupervised grab cut: 

After the segment the region of interest by rectangular 

box automatically by using some techniques but there 

will be some error. By replacing some other techniques 

we can able to give exact object of interest.(fig 2 and 

2b). 

 

For effective automatic grab cut we review about these 

different algorithm : 

1.E-Grab cut method. 

2.SOFM algorithm. 

 

E-Grab cut algorithm: 

E-GrabCut labels the pixels in the current frame as 0 or 

1 by using GMM. If the pixel belongs to the background 

is labeled as 0 and the pixel belongs to the foreground is 

labeled as  1. 

 

Procedure for E-Grabcut is 

1. First , segment the foreground object explicitly in the 

video  frame  with user interaction. 

2. Create GMM, label the frame, build s-t network and 

perform  graph  cuts  algorithm. 

3. By utilizing the rectangle box we can able to  locate 

the object in the next frame 

and the result of segmentation  in the current frame. 

4. If the video ends, the loop will exits (i.e., Steps 2 and 

3) or otherwise  return to step 2. 

 

E-GrabCut can extract them  without background or less 

background. E-GrabCut can also segment  successfully 

accurate contour of the video object and the time E-

GrabCut cost is much less. 

E-GrabCut  automatically segments the object of the 

interest in the subsequent frames effectively. 

 

SOFM Automatic grab cut algorithm: 

Procedure for SOFM algorithm:  

Step 1: While the original GrabCut constructs a tri-map 

T of two regions TB and TU,as fixed background and 

unknown regions respectively, the proposed automatic 

technique 

considers the whole image as one unknown region TU 

and no fixed region for foreground and background 

region. 

This means that no fixed foreground or background 

regions. 

Step 2: The image is initially separated into two 

foreground TF and background TB regions, using the 
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SOFM clustering technique. The SOFM technique is 

applied directly to the image, by specifying different 

levels of clusters, ending with two clusters. 

Step 3: The colors of image pixels belonging to each 

cluster (foreground and background clusters), generated 

from the previous step, are then used to initialize 

another two full covariance Gaussian Mixture Models 

(GMM’s) with (K =5). 

Steps 4 – 7: The learning portion of the algorithm runs 

exactly as the original GrabCut. 

 

 

Fig 1. Various interactive tools for segmentation 

 
      Fig 2. Manual and automatic Grab cut 

 
    Fig 2a. semi-automatic or manual grab cut  

           Fig 2b. automatic or mutual grab cut 

3. CONCLUSION 
     It  is mainly play a important role in color image 

segmentation. The main advantage of grabcut is that 

minimizing the energy function. Our  proposed method 

have been  give you brief explore of  various interactive 

tools of segmentation .Grab cut techniques can be useful 

in many segmentation for extracting  exact  region of 

interest with high accuracy.various application like 

medical ,military,navy ,forensic etc.. 
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